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S E CT IO6N EI G'HT E EMP I RI-CA L
R E T H-0DS OF SOL U T1,O'N

Evdn,with a cer'tAin schemati;?ation in the assumptions iade, theJ

'lytical souino rbasin internal ballistics leads to rath-

complqe* corre lations. which require, time-consuming and complicated

"computations to obtain pressure and velocity curves.- For this reason,

manV, Investigators have approached the solution of problems in internal

ballistics bither on -the basis of simple algebraic correla'tions with

coefficients' dtermined by -eference to experimental data or on the
basis of very simple tables'ar-for-mulas resulting from the treatment

of experimdntakl data obtained/ in firing tests.

Suc simple-formulas 4pnd tables, which leave out of account the

great complexity of the phenomenon of the shot, and which coordinatej

bei aawith experiment wxuh the aid of certain coefficients, form

the basis. of empirical methods of solution.

We. shall briefl cX onsider sovie of the most widely known formulas

and tables employed in practice.

CHAPTER I MONOMIAL AND DIFFERENTIAL FORMULAS

1. MONOMIAL EUPIRICAL FORMULAS

Monomial formulas usually.!express the dependence of the initial

- .;velocity of the~projectile and the maximum gas pressure upon various

\-lo~diig conditions. Like'other einpirical formulasp they were widely

\employed prior to the development of exact enalytical *aethods and of

tables derived on the basis of these methods,

A ~ Such formulas include the monom~ial formulas of N,- A.,Zabudsky,

j which are derived in his-works "On the Pressure of Smokeless-Powder

Cases in Gunbarrels"/'7:7 And 'IDAj the Pressure of Powder- Gases in

the JBore of the Three-Inch Gun and oni the.Remaining Velocity"C8 7
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on the basis of treatment of a Urge number of firing tests. 'Ihese

formulas are:

3 3

1 1 5 2 4

d -td
km 0

for .the 3-4inch, 4.2-inch, and 6-inch" guns, and:

1 1 99 4

v0  Pm 7 7

(2e1) 3 q (2e)

for the 1902 model 3-inch gun-.

Here, H, H, K1, and K are numerical'coefficientss which are

determined from the results of firing tests under known loading

conditions.

Taking into account 'the influence of the increase in pressure

pm upon the change in the exponents, N. A. Zabudsky proposed 111at,

at high pressures (2200 atm and higher at that time), the exponbhts

of q apd o be taken as unity instead of - and 9
05 10

9 4

" max K q or pmax K-: -"
' (2e,)5" (2e 1) 5

Closely related to monomial formulas are differential formula'.

By taking thelogarithm of a ..,onomial formula and differentiating it

term by term, it is possible to obtain a dependence of the relative

change in initial velocity and of the maximum gas pressure upon the

change in loading Conditions.
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0-2. EMPIRICAL DIFFERE!iTIAL-Y0RMULAS OP JKOPZ I
*Wde acceptanci and practical use have been accorded in this

cdountry t6the formulas of the test Commission of the Okhta Powder

Works MIOMZ, Vhich were derived empirically on the basis of a

'large nuuber of firing tests conducted durink the developmeht and

adoption into service of snaokeless powders between 1895 and 1910.

r . P. Kifneksky and N. A. Zabudsky took an important part in these

The IK0P7Z differential formulas, which are also known as cor-

rection formula-4s give 4he dependence of the relative 'change in

maximum prqpsture jand initial velocity upon changes In the weight ofJ

the charge, -the thickness- of the powder, the volume of the chamber,

0the weight of the projectile, and the volatile content 'and tempera-
ture of the powder in the following form:

-- 2, -- --- + 1 -q 0. 15 (tHk) + 0.0036 (Lft0 );
PM 3 e1  3 W0  4 q

-m- - -- - - - -- N w0.0' A +0001,()..f

VV 4'' 3, e 1  3 W 0  i5

If any one of the loading conditions does not change, its

change is' equal to zero, and the corresponding term In the righ,..Ithand

part drops out; if only one factor changes, the right-hiand part con- '
tains' only one terms which characterizes the Influence of this factor 1
'alone.
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Coefficients in excess, of uniity show that the relatLive cbhinge

'n pressure is greater than the change iin thp given factor; coefficients

smaller than ~unity show that the pressure or the Velocity vary 1iess -

thati the given factori

I A plus sigh indicates that the pressure and; the Velocity change

in the same direction, i.e., incre ~e or decrease n factor in-

creases o.- decreases; a mihus sign indica;-s that p advA, change

in. the direction opposite to the direction of the change in the given'

factor.

Inspection of the formulas shows that changes in all factors

affect the change in pressure ,much more than 'the change in the

velocity of the projectile.

the formulas presented above find widbspread practical uise in

the selection of the charge 'and thickness, in. applying corrections

for the vo'lme of the crusher gage, and in firing at~ a powder tern-

perature other than 150Cp Which is considered to be normal, ahd- to

which the kesu'lts of firing muist be reduced in detexmining the

initial-Velocityp gince the firitig tables are computed at 't -l5 0C

Example 1. In firinga- 1902 model 76-mm gun with 'an inserted crusher

gage And at a powder toinperaiture of +12 0Ci the following results

were obtaiied: p - 2380'.kg/cm2 and V - 593 m/s; c. l~o determineM A
p,,andvqat - 15C, without a'n inserted crusher gage, with normal

loading, It the voltime of the chamber is W - 1654 cm3 and the volume

of the? drus~her Sgr-, Is W35, cm.

We shallI -cohsider W wiw consequently, the firing waitcoh-

> t~~ iha-chamber volumre W1 AN -£~ 1654 - 35 1619 cm3
0 0 0

*,d -at-t -t 10C

R4oduttion to, the zi6rmAl chamber volume riequires the following.

. T'21 -



We introduce the follow ng corrections:

oPm 4 0.022 + 0.0036 • 3 - -0.029,+ O.O1 - -0,018 -1.8%;

Pm 3

- 0,02"2 0.0011 3"- -0.007 + 0.003 -,-0.004- -0.4%.
V3

Since ll the coefficients are approximate the corrections are also

computed with a precislon of only two significant figures.

IntrodUction of the corrections gives:

Ap" -. 018 2380 -- 43; pm 2380- 43 -2337.

or, ,rounded off to the nearest 5 kg

~- ". P ". 2335 kg/cm2 ..

00
&v0 -- 0.'004'*59 -2.4 a/sec; v0 - 593 -2".4 -.590.6 rn/sec.

The formulas presented above make, it possible to solve. not only

direct, but also inverse problems, for example: by what amounts is

it necessary to change the thickness of the powder and the Weight of

the charge in order' that the pressure, be changed by so many per cent

. and the initial velocity 6y so much; or by'how k;any per cent, s it

c"e necessary to change the volatile conteat of the powder in ordor that

the p ressure and velocity be Chriged by the required amounts 11 the

weight of the charge is changed in a certain manner.

• Rxample 2. In firing a 1910 model 107-mm gun, a regulatioi

tharge containing 2.050 kS of new powder gave a (regulation) p.'- 2320

Rkg/cx 2 aAd.a velocity v0 - 570.5 m/sec instead of v0 - 579 m/se* which

wak required .inaccordance with the technical conditions. The question

Id whether the charge can be corrected by chaning the vOlatile, content;

ind, since both the pressure and the velocity.vill change as'a result

of thint how should the charge be' changed so as to retain the same_

"-S-'327-RE .. ,



P.essure? ;

Consequently, the problem is to determine -- and'/ under such

conditions that - m 0 and o- 0.015 1.5%.
/ Pd vo  570.5

We formulate two equations:

LPm AV0  
3 A

- 2 - - 0.15 (AH%), - =-_- 0.04 (AH%).
Pi) V6 4 (1

-. p AV0By subs tuting the Values - b and - - 0.015 1.5%) con-
SPm Vo

verting 0i15 and 0.04 into percentages (i.e., 15 and 4), and -designat,
ing -x and AH% a y, we obtain:

320 2k - 16y; 1.6 = x -4y.

Upon solving this system we find

. I ' 15

2

y 12 1'5 90
2 .13 13 13 -2- 3

Consequently, the volatile content A H must' be increased by 0.9% ,

and the charge must be increased by 7%.

Example 3. By how many per cent is it necessary to change the

thickness of the powder and the weight of the charge in order Thbat

the pressure remain unchanged and,,the velocity may be increased by

2%? "

- - 0 2 -_ or 0 "x -2x

PC 3 e 3

F-Tg-7327-E 70•
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• 4 : 3 "' y  " YC, 0 34 L ell 3

~-.vw-2 3 2 1 1

3 2 6

o ;4 *---*- y -12%; x- 2 12-8%.

Consequently to 'atisfy the imposed requirements, the thickness of

.o the powder must be increased by. 12%# and the charge must be increased

by 8%.

The expression x -(2/3)y or /wctlej A(2/3)(e,/e)-obtained from the
0

flst equation shows that# in ordek that the pressure remain unchanged

the thickness of the powder and the charge must be changed in such a

. tanner that:

W 3 e
-11

• . ;As is seen from the examples presented above, empirc-Il different 'al

formulas make It possible to solve very rapidly and simply many of

be problems that are continually encountered in firing-groud or

powderi-works practice. It is only necessary to keep in mind that

these formulas were origtnally derived for medium-power guns (v

" 400-600 M/sec), and that, in individual cases, the coefficients may

deviate In either direction from the average values gtven in the

formulas. Nevertheless, these formulds are entirely-stitable for

estdates and tentative computations.

- As hao been shown by N. A. Zabudsky, the va:lues pf some coef-

ficionts of Pn and v0 increase with increasing pressure.

Tho cat ic noted in the French 1lterature where the coefficients

F-TO-4327-fM 704 &
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change as the density of loading increases. For example, in the for-

mulas

Apm A 0"'m and - = -

Pm 0 (VO4 'U
the coefficients-

m - and ,l1glI0',

i.e., it is thereby taken into account that both the pressure and,

the velocity change more sharply with increasing A. At A - 0.55,

M' 2, and - 0.74 :z:- , i.e., the values of the coefficients
to) 4

coincide with the values of the coeffidients of the '"Iest Commission

of the Oknta Powder-Works.

3. CORRECTION FORMULAS AND TABLES OF PROFESSOR Y.E. SLUkHOISKY

The influence of the density of loading and of the relative

length of the gun-upon the coefficients of differential formulas

has been considered in greater detail by V.. E'. SlUkhotskyf9_7. -

The correction formulas may be represented in the following II
form as functions of the parumeters X:

dpm .X _v, j&p--m - -- and v " x I.
where m x and .x are numerical coefficients. as in the IKOPZ for-

mulas.

There are presented below excerpts from the tables of '. -.

Slukhotsky. The coefficients m are presented for the maximum

pressure P within the limits of 2000-4500 kg/cm2 ' and for values of

A In the range of 0.50-0.80 kg/dm3.

F-TS-7327-RE 705
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0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 ' .5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

2000 1.49 a140" 1.32 1.24 2.0. 2.17 2.29 2.38 1.80 1.78 1.72 1.64
-2500 1.50 1.46 1.40 1.33 2.14 212 2.43 2.57 181 * *11.76 1.67
3000 "1.50 1. 50 1.46 1.40 2.22 2.39 2.56 2.74 1.78 181 1.78 1.69
3500 1.45 1.51 1.50 1.44 2.30 2.49 2.69 2.90 1.73 1.78 1.78 1.70
4000 1.36 i.48- 1-.50 1.46 2.38 2.'59 2.823.05 1.65 1.73 1.76 1.71
4500 !b24 1.42 1.48 1.47 2.45 2.69 2,94!3,19 1.58 1.68 1.74 1.71

m M AWA %0 0~

2000 0.69 0.73 0.76 0.78 1.36 1.45 1.52 1.59 A- 4  6 8 10

2500 0.72 0.78 0.81 0.8.3 1.48 1.58 1.67 1,74 0.34 0.23 0.16 0.14
3000 0.72 0. 80 0.84 0.86 4.57 1.68 1.78 1.86
3500 9.70 080 0.86 0.88 1.63 1.75 1.86 1.96
4000 0.66 0.79 0.87 0.89 166 1.80 1.92 2.03
4500 0.59 10.76 .86 0.89 168 1.83 1.96 1.08

The correction coefficients mx andjx are given for the cases of

cQrrectiong of the following quantities: I - pressure impulse of
Kpowder gases for the period of burning.Df. the powder; w - weight of

the charge; f - propellant force of- the powder; q - weight of the

projectile; and W0 - volume of the chamber.

Since the values of the coefficients 'depend not only uponp

and &, but also upon 'the quantity AA- / 0p tables for various AA

have bven formulated for determining the values of the coefficient

a * j ', In t tables Presented below, the values of 4, &* 8, and 10

have been taken forAA. For each Value of A .there is given its

own table of values of-f as a function of pa and (pu 2000-4500

" /cm , 4- 0,1 0.6, 0.', and 0.8).

F- TS-7327-RE '0
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P4 IDEA OF FORMULAS AND TABLES OF KISMEMSKY

- While working in ihe Test Commission of the Okhta Powder /'orks and
?- -Iv~i~lgthe quiestion of the applicability of the tables "of ,l1eiden-

reich to our guns ,and powders; G. P. Kisnemsky arrived at the necessity

of stubstantially changing these tables and formulated his ovi ttbies on
"% Z the brsi: of tests of our powders and guns.

,Since, as a rule, no account is taken in empirical formulas of the
influendejof the weight of the charge and of the' thickness of the- pow-
der, he- roposed several formulas't £3.iminate this disadvantage.

Fo/example, to establish the efficiency of the charge in the gun,

-Kisnemsky p.ropos d the following formula:

-V 0 C 0 '

where h is a. proportionality factor determined by the System of the

gun., and t is that part of the charge whose energy is consumed in the

prodtiction of harmful work during the shot.
°- " ~eerleti pr"oftecare inemsky gave two formulas,

fih to kint acount the: nfluehce of the thickness and propellantT, C-o .etermi. /e thi pat oftecag.sesygv w omls

fokce' of te powder ia n d of some other data relating to the design of
S tbe un and the oading conditions:

1 +

;COHAIE 2 MPI CAL 0 AND1(sq) (TeA)BE

: .1, IDEA OF FOWIS OF DUCo

" , _ he ar~ formulab of Leduc (1903) were employed for rapid
ito- mrputat.ion of jivessure and ve~oloty curves and were utilized for the

S1 DEAOFOR LAS~IDE" OF O A O. 'S,. • . . .,.,• .< . ,... - , .- , - -: -' .-
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solution of various problems in internal ballistics, The advantage of

these tables. Consisted in their simplicity. At :present, however, in

view of the availability of tables formulated on the basis of more

exact analytical formulas, the empirical formulas of Leduc, like the

tables of leidenreich, have lost their-.'portance and possess some

interest merely from the point of view of the method on which they are

based&

On the basis of a study of extensive experimental and computational

data, Leduc assumed for the velocity of the projectile a hyperbolic

correlation of the following type:

a)

b +1

where a and b are constants, which depend upon the loading conditions.

It follows from this formula that, asJ approaches infinity, v

approaches a, .and the constant a expresses the limiting velocity of the

,projectile. As a matter of fact:

Va ae
np bb

606c

The constant a has the dimension of velocity, and the 4onstant b

has the dimension of length.

To establish the dependence of pressure upon the path o the pro--

jectile,' use 1s made of the usual equation of motion of the p ojectile

in the folowing form:

dJ.
- " ' ps -?mvd.dv

,t 0

By substituting therein the expression for the velocity of the ro-

Jecti.,le and for its derivative with respect to the path, dv/di Wvab/
2 o

(11 +) 2,vw obtain the following formula 'for the pressure as a

F-'1S-7327-RE ctii_ Chl....':I1L ~C Uc.
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fun t on of the path.:

-- "s (b fl

"To find the maximum pressure pm and the path M traversed by the,

projectile prior to that instant, we equate to zero the derivative of

7 the pressure with respect to tie path traversed by the projectile:

in dp a 2b b+) 3(b +)2 m a2b b - 21
d.1 s, .- ,(b +J)° S (b + )4

d 0_ 'at b. m w tl--n

Upon-substitating this value for) into the equation, we obtain:

24Vma
PU 27sb

e- W obtain, th' velocity of the projectile in the irstant of maximum

' pressure from the equation at m - b/2:

b, a~m  a a
V- _ 2 +-

Consequently, the constant a (or the limiting velocity) equals

three times the velocity of the projectile in the instant of maximum

bressure,(a- 3V )

To find the correlation between the path and time, we start out

on the basis of the -fact that:

.dt d. b + dl

"Integtation within the limits from t1 to t and from , to.R gives:

t -t 1 + (b in

F-TS-7327-RE 710 .
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where generally stands for a certain sufficiently sma'l-1 segment of

the path and t stands for the time cor-responding to it.

Taking -m and- consequently t - t., and moreover assuming
that the projectile moves along this.segment with a constant acceJera-

tion equal to the arithmetic meaw.between the initial acceleration

(which equals zero)_ 9*id the final acce--e~rtion (which equals 4/27

a2), we can write . b/2 -(-/2)(2/27)Ca 2 /b), 2  from which-t 1 - t -n

By substituting-this value for t into :the equation for t, and

taking into account that. - b/2, we find the time necessary

for the projectile to traverse the path A through the bore:

b "27 + ) b nI 2- +

t~~2 +44 +* [b n1

ba 2-

Completion of the above ope'rations and transformation of the

result in terms of decimal logarithms finally gives us:

t [3.174 + + 2.303 log 2

To utilize the formulas of Leduc, it is necessary to know the
constants a ,and b. If the values of V and Pm are known from experi-

ment or have been computed on the basis of exact formulas) the cons-

tan.ts a and b are defined by the following system of equations:

- .
,a 'A

* 2

mr 278s b'

A from which:

F-TS!"13"TY RE 711
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- W, A ,-

. 0

, . - ,In this forimulap ontly the minus 6igif need be retained befojre the

e- xoresgiou under thi& .radicalp since the plus sign givpes for a value -

• beyond the ,limits of-the bore.Al

J -de~giin /P 2/Os 'his'

-,.d a n - p- --

a. m and introducing
0 - P m A m

o eiprgsfkdn into the e quation for a$ we, obtain: ,

- "8: V27 >. 2 p

'161A

"deowing3a e find thequantity b from the following,equation: tVA m

pThe ormulas of. Ledu have the dsdvant:ge that'i in oider o

• t utilize them and to determine the constanits a and b. it is necessary

to know in advance pm .and yA ; this reduces their value considerably,

For, this reasons Leduc made the attempt to predetermine the tonistants--

oa.-and b in advance in conformity with the conditions of loading and

° ",the characteristic propeirtles ,of .the powder employed.

oThe formulas for a, and b have the following form:

b (113)J

-. - -

IA IA

Th orua o.Leu av h diavnaeta 3 i1re t

.... u The quandito dtnd characterize the powder, the quantity a

cheharatzer the potential of the powderp depends principally upon

"Its nature itnd fluctuates ithinnarro leit; on the othr hando

- .r2 n-te, t i nar lit o t- oh hand,

,- 4-



the quahtity characterizes xhe rate of burning of the powder, depends

princi. paiy upon the thickness of the powder grain, and may fluctuate

within rather-wide limitS (2-65).

-in the case of pyroxylin powders, the value of a may be assumed

_ tl be equal to 2080 kg • m * sec, and consequently:

i 1 80 ~T2

Knowing, n,.the value-of b can be determined from:

AA

and, in case of necessity, the quantity P may be found from Equation

(113).

The author has conducted a treatment of the results of firing

tests and powder tests in a pressure bomb for the purpose of deter-

mining the dependence of the coefficient P upon the thickness of the

powder or upon the pressure impulse. The following relations were

established.

Fbr- powders with one perforation:

p- 0.95

P-'2.15 pdt;

'- 0.05

For gwoders with seven performationis:

0.85

P 4.25 pdt,

0.05

S here the integrals ' pdt were obtained by treatment of bomb tests.

"n addition, the author has proposed the following simplified

relations for a and b:

,Y-TS-7327-rE 71.3J t -A ,,, L



a 0.16 ~,I2gi it; b 2 A ()
V7 q0

->!i 24 DEA OF TABLES OF HEIDENICH

TAe titbles! of Heidenreich (1900) were formulated on the basis. of

a ament'o± a larg number of i'elociinetric recoil curves obtained

by~ fIrtpg Various guns undeqr a variety of loading-conditions.

7Iyconsifft of, two- gepara-te tables.

Ta b16. 8 presents valu es which make it possible to determine the

-14ns~~ shiot for the listaint of maximum pressure and for the

instt 4fb pasqgge of the- projectile through the muzzle face (p P-nd

I 
Table 8.

11  ~A Ivu ti tA .
ot M) ~ TM

0. Pv 03 (q - T (-
aP. av.

0.05 0.0046 00 -033-

0.10 0.0104 0.200 0.288 0. 69 0.646

,AS0.0177 0,240, 013Q6 Oi.!08' 0.6Vi5

0.20 0.0262 0,2741 0,322 0.1 0 0.744

0.50.0360 V0.306 -~0.337 0.19 0.792

0.30 0.0471- 0.338 0.352 0.24 0.842

0.35 -0.0597 0.368 0.367, 0.300 Oi.893

0.40 0.0740 0.400 0.383 0.358 0:.946,

fonuasto vroscaseo encountere&-dn practice# ef, U. E. Serebry-
akvq ;.V. Opoojand K. K. Greten, 1VNU IRENNYAYA SALL STIKA"

(Internal Ballistica) 1839p pp. 333..34loX~

~7327-fl~714
C14~1 n t. 1.'7-YEP PA PO. Inc4.



Table 8 (Cont'd.)

~--Y en-- •lCQ .... " . r.T~i -

,.,q.. ~ ~ ~ ~ -a0 Ot,, Z t--:.'eq ¢) -n 8(1,-t -e) -

Pav t tPaY. A tave tav

0.-50 0.1090 0.465 0.416 0.487 1.056

*0.55 0.132 0.501 0.435 0.560 .116

0.60 0.160 0.541 0.457 0.642 1.180

0.65 0.192 0. 585 0.482 0.734 1.249

0.70 0.231 0.635 0.511 0.835 1.322

0.75 0.283 0.697 0.546 0.958 1.406

0.80 0.360 0.779 0.592 1.115 1.507

0.825 0.422 0.838 0.636 1.225 1.575

0.85 0.605 1.000 0.747 1.485 1.715

0.825 0.855 1.181 ' 0.908 1.735 1.815

-0680 0.980 1.254 0.987 1.835 1.845

0.79 1.000 1.266 1.000 1.850 1.850

In using Table 8, the initial quantity is p- pp, where

is defined by the following formula:

a -q - vA

2 gs 'A

where (1 +(1/2)&>/q) is a coefficient which takes into account the work

required to move the projectile.

Table 8 presents the following functions ofsk:

-v Vm tn t A

01 T't AAtt VaV. PaV. aV°
't A t aep Aet

where ta" o 2a./v is the time of motion of the projectile through
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o 0 : /

VAV.° uv t ueroe with :+te- average velocity + 0/2 /..
0i

Ohe the numerical value 6f:

dr a, given gun Is known, it is found in the firlst column, and the
" values for all the vaining functios Ari written out as Indicated

: + ° in tho same line. .. +:-'

WithJA pav.' VA, and t knowni these numbers are used to

find the quantitieat., v, tn p and i.e., the plements of

the shot for the Instant of p. and vA.

in order to use the tables, it is necessary first to know p

and, VA as -ell as q. ss aadco/q, which also, constitutes a dis-

mavantage of these tables.

Table 9 presents data for finding intermediate values for the

pressure, velocity, and time-as-a function of the relative path 9f

the 'projectile Am.U "

Table 9 contains numerical values of the following functions:

N) m P ; MY P X.. and Z(X) -

PM m

-..which represent curves for .the pressure veloc ity, and time of

.. tion of the projectile as-functions of the pathy/ .

.... - FIrX-l()-A l p --1 pp the values of the last three func-

tions equal unity,, and this line corresponds to the pressure maximum

on the pressure curve. The iines above this-line give values for p,

bolow this line givo values for thece quantitied on thedescending

bmscvh of tho curvo.

In thin connection, the limit of-doccent in Uable 9 is the line

1- -7 27 -. G . . . .. n.. ..--

,.,. + ., ++, :., + - .. ---- +



for whichi -or "
m -

X~ ~-~ ()- u.\ (X-n()-zX
V m t

0.25 0.445 0.690 0. 375 0.689

0.50 0.615 0. 89G 0i624 0.830

0.75 0.723 0.970 0.828 0.924

1.00 0.790 1.000 1.000 1&000

1.25 0.833 *0.966 1.145 1.063

1.50 0.848 0.893 1.268 .1.119

1.75 0.849 0.828 1.72 /1.170

2.00 0.843 00'769 1.460, 1.218

2.5 0.818 .68 1.609 1.306

3.0 0.786 0.590. 1.726 1.387 'S

3.5 0.753 04527 1.824 1.463

4.0 0.721 0. 475 1.909 1.536

4.5 0.691 0.433 1.981 -.1.606.
A

5.0 0.663 0.397 2 046 1.672 £

6 0.614 0.340 2.158 1.801

0.572 0.297 . 2.250 1.923,

8 0.536 0.263 2.328 2.042

9. 0.504 0. 236' 2.395 . 2.156

10 0.476 0.214 2. 453 2.267

11 0.451 0. 195 2.5504 2.376

19 0.429 0.179 2.551 2.483

13 0.409 0.166 2. 592 2.588

14 0.391 0.154 2.630 2,692

15 0.375 -' 0,144 2.665 2.794
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-~~ - Table 9(ecdtit (. 6 _______

H 0) o P . t
PM m

161 0.360 0.135 2.698 .2.895

2 17 0.347 0.127 2.730 2.994

18 0.335 0.120 2.760 2.092

19 0.323 0.114 2.787 3.189

20 0.312 0.108 2.812 3.286

25 0. 210 0 086 " 2.921 3.758

30 0.238 0.071 3-.004 4.214
35 0.213 0.060 3.070 4.659

-40- - 01194 0.052 3.132 5.095

50 0.164 0.041 3.220 . St946

75 0.120 0. 027 3.373 7.995

100 0.096 0.020, 3,480 9.966

By copying from the tables the values of tfie relative quaatities
t ';' - /Pri J'/Pm* v/v' atid t/t. and multiplying them by pr., )M.. v.* and t

respectively, we .obtain the current values for p,, vi nd t, with

the aid of which we can plot curves for p(.P), v(.R), p(t), and v(t).

Example of Computation of Pressure and Velocity Curves

The following conditions are given:

Caliber d-76.2 mm'

Weight of projectile q- 6.5 kg;

Weight of charge c - 0.905 kg;

Cross-sectional area of bore , - 0.4693 t2; -

&-qzzle velocity v - 5880 dm/sec;
t2Y MHaximum pressure P"2320 kg/cm;

Length of path of projectile, A  18.44 dm.

F-TS-7327-'RE 71.8
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We find p (g  98. 1 dm/sec):

av 10-2 1 0.905~

'V2  6.5(l +2 _6.g 5 ) 5880
S(1 + . j) A.5- 134500 kg/dm2 - 1345 kg,"cM2 I

ay. 2 gs) 298,10.4693"18.44 •

We compute \, Pav./Pm " 1345/2320 - 0.58. From Table 8, inter-

polating for \- pay/p- 0.58, we find:

' Table 10

m ,tin

A A tav,

.55 0.132 0.435 0.560t
).58 0.149 0.448 0.609

).60 0.160 0.457 0.642

Having the values of E(), ) and 0C'), we compute , v,

and t

1".44 '0.149 - 2.75 di;

V- vqC( )- 588 •.448 - 264 m/sec;

tay;" - t.. 2 - 18.44 0..00628 sec;- v q - 5880 0.028sc

t av, 0.00628, 0.609 - 0.00382 sec.

Having these values, we compute p, vs a d t with the aid of the'fol-

lowing formulas:

PI

P -PiPap 5); y V 'nV ; t t ZM. ,

The value of A for the muzzle face i

- A 18.44

e F-TS-7327-RE 719
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We fy, 'from Table 9:

,In-conformity with this table, we compute the cuirrent values of

PP, v-and, t.

Table 11

"da p, kg/cm2  v, m/sec , sec.

0.688 o1600 99 0.00263

1.375 2060 164 0.00317

2.06 2250 218 0.00353

2.75 2320 263 0.00382

3.44 12240 301 0.00406

4.12 2070 . 334 0.00427

4.82 1920 361 0.00447

5.50 1785 384 0.00465

6.87 1550 423 0.00498

0 8.25 1370 454 0.00530
3 o9.62 1220, 480 0.00559,

11.00 1100 502 0.00587

12.37 1005 521 0.00613

13.75 920 538 0.00638

16.50 790 568 0.00687

18.44 715 .588 0.00722

The results of the computation are plotted in figs. 155 and 156

(the computations were performed with the aid of a ultde rule).
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Fig. 155" Fig. 156

p(t) and v(t) Curves. p(.) and v(R) Curves.
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SECT 1 O N N I N E -T AB U L A R M E T H O DS
SOF S O0 +LU T IO N O F P R OB L E M S I N

I- 'IN Tt-RI N A L B A L L I S T I C S

1CHAIrER 1 - IMPORTANCE OF TABULAR METHODS OF SOLUTION

IN ARTILLERY PRACTICE

In adopt ing the analytical metod for the solu n of the princi-
+- /

pal problem of pyrodynamics, i.e., for the determination of the gas-

'pressure curve in' the bore and of the veloci-ty of the projectile as a

function of its path, it is necessary to perform a large number of,

computations, which require a considerable expenditure of time. fore-

- over, the analytical formulas do not make it possible to solve inverse

- problems connected with the design of the+ system or with determining

the thickness'of the powder. For this reabon in solving such prob-

less, It has been necessary to go through a large number of variants

of the direct problem and then to choose from Umong' them by inter-

polation• the variant suitable for the case under consideration. This

7' introduced extraordinary complications into- the solution of problems,

connected with the design of.'guns and: the selection of powder,, making

it necessary to resort to tables and simple. formul'as of emp.iricodl\\ 4-

oI\rigin which do not take into account all the circumstances surrounding

the 'phenomenon of the shot. For example, the formulas of Leduc do not

take cognizance of the weight of the charge and the thickness of the

powder, just as the-thickness of the powder also fails to be reflected

in the tables ol Heidenreich.

Neither the tables nor the formulas mentioned above make it pos-

sible to determine the position of the end of -burning of the powder

and to find out whether or not it burns entirely in the barrel. While.

this may not be essential for computing the strength of the barrel or

for designing the gun carriage' It is of decisive importance in choos- -

ing the ,thickness of the powder to assure attainment of the necessary

F-TS-7327-RE -- 2/ .
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ballistic data.

For this reason, when, in 1910, Professor N. F. Drozdov formulated

his tables for determining the maximum pressure Pm and theinitial veloc-

ity vq, involving the coincidental determination of theposition of the

end of burning of the powder ( '41*), this simplified considerably the

solution of the dirqct problem of interna1 ballistics and permitted

the rapid and simple solution of a number of inverse problems, relating 

to the ballistic design of the barrel, such as determination of the

length of path of the projectile necessary to assure attainment of

the required initial .(nuz.le) velocity at a given density of loading

and under the conditions of complete combustion of the powder in the

bore ( <K R)4 determination of the thickness of powder necessary to

assure the attainment of a predetermined maximum pressures solution of

diverse variants involving changes in the weight of the charge and in

the thickness of the powder at the same.maximum pressure to determine

the most'advantageous conditions of loading, etc.

The tables formulated by Professor Drozdov played an important

part in perfecting and accelerating the solution of the problem of

ballistic design and received widespread recognition. For convenience

in use, they. were later interpolated for smaller variations in the

arguments entering into them, In 1933, they were perfec.ted and ex-

panded by the author himself. They also served as a model for the

compilation in 1933 of the "Tables of the Chir of Internal Ballistics"

for powders with'a constant burning area.

A.further development and continuation of the tables of Professor

N. F. Drozdov is represented by the "ANII Tables," published in 1933,

which make it possible, under given conditions of loading, to deter-

mine not only PmfK' AKfm* and v $ but also all curves for the gas

pressure,. the velocity of the projectile, and the timbe of motion as
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fictions ol the path o f the projectilb. These-tables ma~de it pos-

xible stillofurther to accelerate the solution of a number 6f prob-

'-esconnected with the field bf ballistic-design. 1
F~ollowing the introduction of, the tables of Professor N. F. Droz-

dovs and then, of the ANNI Tables, Into artilliory practice, the emjiri-
cal tables of Hdidenreich lost all of their importance.

'In 1942, with the ANII tables as a model, there were compiled

under the editorship of V. E. Slukhotsky anid-S. 1. Ermolaev detailed

"1GAIT Tables,'? w*Iikch 'Wtfrp published in three parts, with' the subsequent

.addition of a special PArt 4 U~r the ballistic computation of gunsi

They are more convenient. ind do not contain the errors present

*in the ANTI Tables.

Pkt 4 of the tables. (Th) is especbially convenient for ballistic

In the present chapter, we shall discuss tables which r'epresent - *
uerical values of the rincipal elementsp.. n ,otie

do the bigis of formulas for the analytical solution of the direct

problem for a large numbe of variants of loading conditions. - Such

tables make' It possible, _lhost without-computations, -to find all

elements o*,a shot, such a the gas pressure and 'the velocity of the

projectile As functions of the path of the projectile and as functions

of time,,,there being determ ned among others the elements for maximum

pres,9ure, for the end of bu ning of the powder, and for the muzzle face,

Some such (abbreviated) tables give directly only certain individ-

ual eleients of the shot, in luding the maximum pressure, its position,

~and the position of the end. o burning of the powder, making it neces-

cary to conduct-additional rel tively simple computations for the cal-

-culation of-he muizzle voloc;Lt
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Contrary to the practice adopted by some authors, tabular methods

cannot be interpreted to include those analytical methods for the

solution of the direct problem comprising tables of various functions

of internal ballistics, such as, for example, the D and c functions of

Professor Oppokom, the ZB3/B ld function of Sviridov, etc., which
0

play an auxiliary part in the solution of the direct problem and in

the computation of the elements of the shot.

PROCEDURE FOR FORMULATION OF TABLES(*)

In formulating tables on the basis of analytical methods, there

is- conducted a large number of computations leading to the solution of

the direct problem of internal ballistics for various conditions of

loading, which are chosen within definite limits..

To render the tables adaptable to guns of any desired caliber,

the initial equations are reduced to such a form that they contain

relative quantities wherever possible. For example, instead of

weights of chargesco, which vary within ve.ry wide limits, use is made

of densities of loadingAj which vary but little for definite types

of guns; instead 'of absolute paths of the projectile, there are- ddter-

mined the relative quantities.- A-'/j0  where " Wo/s is the ad?-

justed length of the chamber. The quantity A / 0 may be considered

either as the relative path of the projectile or as the numbet of

volumes of expansion of the g ses, A - si/sl 0 - W/W0 , which, in our

artillery systems, varies only within circumscribed limits.

Instead of the absolute pressures pi there are sometimes deter-

mined the ratios of the pressure to the propellant force of the pow-

ders p/f or p/pl, where p1 " fd/1 - ad.

Iforeoverp the constants which characterize the conditions of

(*)Cf. Professor D. A. Ventsel, "VNUTRENNYAYA BALLISTIKA" (Internal

Ballistics) t 10 7
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-oding are grouped, together in the form of dimensionless parameters

-- ndepwndent of the caliber of the gun. Such parameters include, for

example:

2 2

fwqm

(in the method of Professor Drozdov)

or.

*2fwynu 2

(i'-the method of Bianchi-Grave)

-or

. (in, the same method at X- 1)

To make it possible to construct the tables, it is necessary to

es MTLt ih the number of variables and parameters entering into the

system of equations of internal ballistics. For this purpose, we

shallo'consider the principal formulas for the elements of the shot

:',(p ,J,,andq.

For the first period, in. the case of a powder of degressive

form, we have:

.... 0 +X0 x x+Ax 2;
0 0

2! TO-

S ..... .. .. 1

SPO 49 PO
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V X 7_.. "
rp

or .. .

V Vfg Xl

* At

.- 2-

swher on/ inoteepeso ywye eqatt

B1
Am-?(-B -1), /

.2" /

0 0
entering into the h quantities .' - B / and - 13/k , in accord-

ance with which the function log is determined.x
The chamber volume W and the cross-sectional area f the chamber

0

s enter only into the e cpression A-c P/Q by way of the quantity -00
- W0/s.. The weight • of the charge and the weight of the projectile

enter in the form of the ratio W/q into the formula for the velocity
v; the coefficient c - a + b ci/q depends upon .the same-ratio.

Consideration t f the quantities p, v ,and -"/0shows ---

.the=i. to represent functiOns of the argument, and of the following

eight "parameters:

f, a, andC, which characterize the nature of the powder; ::

0-Cp/ - 1, which characterizes the composition of the gases :

and the condit~lobs of their expansfion in the bore of the gun;. -.

x, which-characterizes the form of the powder;
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which characterizes the arrangement of the belt of the pro.

-' jectile and of the grooves in the bore;

SB andA, which characterize, the conditions of loading.

The values 9f the sadme variables P.- V. and Aat the pres-

'sure maximum and at the end.of burning of the powder depend upon the

same eight parameters..

In the second period, p and v are defined' by the 'follow-

oing expressions:

i' °°P. "PK-
+ aA

2 0-P " A K and /1 - d;
..A.

and

wherd the argument iSA; the remaining copstants and the .parameters

B'andA are the same as in the first period.

The large number of constants and parameters makes it necessary,

In"formulating the tables, to assume that some of the constants, which

vary within definite limitsi-sueh-as f ,-a. , #, pO, etc., are constant

average values, which narrows down the field of applicability of the

tables. Some authors choose the alternative of introducing more com-

plex variables and parAmeters, which makes it possible to reduce the .

number of entries in, the tables, butalso _omplicates the use of the

latter.

If f, h, and p0 are assumed to be constant, the quanti-

tion p and v Vq7qAwill be functions of only the two parameters

. ---- " Cl't;PL AL '.'7': 5" , CQ. inc !
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A and B, and it becomes possible to formulate tables with only the two

entries A and B.

Let us designate the quantity v VTq as v " After deter- J2

mining v from the tables, the actual vwlodity of the projectile
tub.

v is found by multliplying vtab.y the factor n - which is.

known for the predetermined loading conditions:

v Vtab. n

where, a + b co/q"

The time of motion is expressed by the following integral:,

d lt S d

0

If, in this Integral, 1 is expressed in terms of A and v in terms

of Vtab, we obtain for the time of motion the following expression :

A

Vtab" "

in. which the integral dA/v is likewise a function of the same 4

tab.

A B#, andA. The table give .the following quantity;

106 C
ttab.

It should be pointed cut that Vtab is given in the tables ib

m/sec-l while)J 0 in the I t"ia for the time is expressed in di.

T~e transition from t bular values for conditional time., t

to actfizi time values As ca ried out in accordance with the follow-
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0 dm tab.

0t

-In formulating the tables, there are first established the limits.

of variation of the parametees-A and B which may be encountered in

practice, together with the intervals of variation of these parameters

that are convenient -for Interpolation of intermediate values. For

-example, A is taken between the limits of 0.20 and 0.80 or 0.10 and

0.90,. and B is taken between 1 and 3 or 0 and 4.

The intervals for,4 are best chosen to be equal to 0.04, in

- .order that later, by interpolating half-way and then half-way again,

there may be obtained variations in the tabular data for the values

of, at intervals of 0.01. The intervals for B may be taken to be

0.4,. in order that two half-way interpolations may give tabular data

for the values of Bat inteirvals of 0.1.
- We thus obtain two series of values for the principal parameters:

ID 0.20 0.24-; 0.28; ... 0.72; 0.76; 0.80.

B 1.0; 1.4; 1.8; 2.2; 2.6; 3.0.

Thereuponp with one of the values of L (for example 0.20) as a

basis, there is carried out for all the values of' B written out above

a complete computation of 'the solution of the problem of internal

ballistics, involving- the determination of p, vtab.,, and Y, both

for the maxinum-pressure values and for.the-end of burning.of the

powder, and in some tables also for a series of intermediate points

$n the first and second periods until a definite value of.Ais ob-

tained

This lo then repeated for all the. chosen values of .
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Upon completion of the computations, the values of the quantities

which must be entered into the tables (for example pm, / J / r

are plotted on a large scale on cross-sectional paper, and curves show-

ing the variations of these quantities, for example of p as a -function

of a at given Values of B, are constructed. Thereupon* for the same

v, iues ofA , there are constructed curves showing the variation of p

as a function of B; these two systems of curves make it possible to

carry out interpolations for intermediate values of A and B, and thus

to formulate a full table of variations of p as a function of A-at
m

intervals of 0.01 and as a function of B at intervals of,0.1 or 0.05.

Analogous curves are also constructed for the other quantities (m/A 0 .

etc.) as well, And interpolations are carried out-in a similar

manner,

The data obtained, after interpolation are entered into tables,

which make it possible to solve both direct problems on the determina-

tion of Pro P K' RMPIZ , and vA and inverse problems connected with

the ballistic computation of guns.

CHAPTER 2 - TABLES' FOR DE7ERMINING PRINCIPAL ELEMENTS OF SHOT

(PmroWAK' v4

1. TABLES OF PROFESSOR N. F, DROZDOV

The tables were compiled for strip-type powders possessing the

following form characteristics: X - 1.06 and xfk- -0.06.

In the tables, the fo-ilowing .characteristics were assumed to

be constant,

Propellant force of powder f - 950,000 kg-din/kg.

Covolume a - 0.98 dm3/kg.

Density of powder 8 - 1,6 kg/dm 3. I
Coefficient ' - 1.05,

2-
Forcing pressure po.- 300 kg/cm
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lot

<Adiabatic index k.- + - 1.2 or 0-.2.

-Acceleralion due to gravity g -.98,.l dn/sec
2

. m 0.355 1/2.82.

The initially developed tables were f and consisted of three

tables: a basi--table B and auxiliary tab es A and C. They. were sub-

sequently modifidd and rendered more convenient and universal.

The basic data entered into the tables (cf. Tables I' II, III,.

and* IV in the Appendix) are the density of loading A and the parameter

of the loading conditions B: /
s2e2 1 2

- I K
44( '1. fm fWCm

The'upper horizontal row contains quantities A from 0.07 to 0.80

at Interyals of 0.01;. the left-hand vertical column contains quanti-

ties .B from'6.7 to 3.0 at intervals of 0.05i

1 ( "The numbers in Table I give " values for the maximum pressure Pm"

The numbers in Table II give the ratio '/100p where)K is the

path of the projectile at the end of burning and) 0 is the adjusted

length of the chamber. .

The numbers in Table III give the ratio J./J, where) is the
m 0 m

path of the projectile in the instant of attainment ,of maximum pressure.

The numbers inTable IV give values of the quantity log /-I

B@/2 (I - Z)7, which enters into' the expression for the velocity

of the projectile in the second period.

9 The muzzle Velocity is computed with the aid of the usual formula:

Ay 2

) I 2

911 . " n (1'114
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represents the ratio of free volumes of the initial air space in the

instant of the, end of -burning and in the instant of emergence of the

-projectile.

Under given loading conditions, it is necessary for computing v,

to find .the Value of from Table 1 and the quantity log Z-

BG'2 (I - z )2 from Table IV, and then to substitute these into

formula (11'4).

If there are first substituted into formula (114) the assumed

vslues for the constants 2fg and ,cO, that formula will be written as

vA 29,790 1 )l. - (1-z)J(115)

On the basis of the predetermined values for A and B, (for example
- 0.60 and B - 2.0), there is found the maxinium pressure (p r 2,255

kg/cm2 ). At the same B -.2, Table II is used to find the value R/0 -

2.96, and' Table IV is used to find log FZ- - Bq/2 (L - z0)2 _- T.9097.

Substitution of these values for, J and log Z- (1 - z )27
I K/.0 0

into formula (115) makes it possible to compute the muzzle velocity of

the projectile. -

Inspection of Table I indicates that, at a given density of

loading/, pm decreases and o0ncreases with increasing B. In a

gven gupe there may vary in the quantity B (s2e/u (l/fwlm)the fol-

lowing principal items: the thickness of the powder 2ei, the weight of

the charge w* and the mass of the projectile m; fc , and s are constant,

and uI dces not experience a strong enough variation.
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If the density of loadiug A remains constant in a given gun

while B increases, this is due principally to an increase in the

thickness of the powder 2ei. The table shows that, as the thickness

2e1- increases, the pressure p decreases, the end of -burning moves

closer to the muzzle, and incomplete combustion may result from a

lairge increase in B:-

Analysis of Table I shows that, in a. given gun, it is possible

to Obtain one and the same .preSsure p at different 6 by varying B

at the same time. Identical pr.essures p. are arranged in the table

along slanting lines from the upper left to the lower right; for

example, the pressure P3  2,400 kg/cm2 ' is obtairedat the following

combinations oft and B, JK/q0 varying at the same time.

Table 12

•pm "2400 kg/cm2.

A 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70

B 1.00 --'1i-39 1.87 2.40

K
0.5 1.43 (2.54 4.55

If i incre ses as a result of m increase in the weight of, the

" projectile- (and not as a result of a decrease in the chamber volume

V an increase Ino should reduce B; for this reason, to maintain

- the came pm, it I necessary to increase the thickness of the powder
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2e in such a manner as to have its change not only compensate for

'the influence of the increase inw,, but also augment B to the va-lues

indicated in Table 12. Since the thickness of the powder increases,

while p remains the 'same, the end of burning moves closer and, closer

to the muzzle (UK/0 increases from 0.85 to 4.56). As the charge in-

creases up to a cer-tain limit, the initial velocity of the projectile

vA will likewise increase; as the charge increases further, the velocity I
will cease increasing because of the incomplete combustion of the powder.

If d increases as a result o-f a decrease in the volume of the

chamber while the weight of the charge rerains unchanged (large base

of projectile), the same pm can be maintained by changing B as is indi-

cated in the table, but the thickness of the powder will change less

than in the first case, since, in this connection, it is not necessary

to compensate for the increase in the weight of the chargew.i,

•fd ipi changed only by changing. the weight of the charge to,

without any change in the thickness of the powder and irs the other

conditions of loading, the parameter B will simultaneously change in

the reverse ratio (B2 :B1 -C1:to). For this reasoh, under otherwise,
12

identical conditionsi the pressures corresponding to the change in

the charge will be arranged along lines running from the lower left

toward the upper right.

For example, if, at B - 2 and A - 0.50, pm " 1750, then, at 4 -

0.40, B - 2.4 and P. M. 1180; at A 0.60, B - 1.67 and pm " 2670.

Comparison ,of the results indicates that, asa changes from 0.40.

to 0.50, i.e., by 25%p the pressure changes by(1750 - 1180)/(1i80)' 100 -

- 48% (almost twice as much); and as,4 changes from 0.50 to 0.60, L.e.,

by 20%, the pressure changes by(2670 - 1750)y1750)" 100 - 52.5% ('Yore.

than 2.5 times as much).
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Coseuetl, s hedesiy f loading increases, the same '
re1atik increase ii the chargd is associated with a larger anhd

lifrger Incr-ease in p~essure. For this reason, in select-ing a charge

iJin- practice, Its weight must be, increased very cautiously k! -the den-

sif~y dt-oadin-g -- igh-

A. Ap l.ication of Tables to Sblutibn of Various Problems

With, the aid -of the tables,, it io possib1e to solve very rapidlyf

a number of problems posassing great practical Amportabce.

a*) fltermina'tion of thickness of' powder~ to assure attainment of

.predetermined maximum presure pie X-9 -the data for the gun V0  ~

and A, and for the weights of the dharge 0 ,3'id of the projectile q
"Are known, and i-f pa in Predetermined, then, to 4e termie e thc-

ness of powder to asure attainment of the pr4eetrmined pressure,

there I* first computed A / this A is used, to enter the cor-
.0_

responding column in Table 1; and' thopredetprmined pressure is found

iif this column# In it4ordancca with the value of pmi the quant~ty B

is found in the same zow of tho loft-hand column, and the thickness
2 oi Is found with the old of the following formula:

2u

Using the same va~lue of A ~and the value of B found from Table It

Table 11 is used to fland.fV/o and AK, and th~e Xtter Is tompared

witthA 4 to determine whether all of the powderzhturns (IK<R or

does not burn .>R)In tho bore. The;podedura a~dopted for the

solution wiay be ropresonte42 by the to loving acheme.
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Example

Table I Tahbi_ II Table I Table 'II

LX0. 60 ti0.60

JM ;0' -B- 1.90*-pr W-2365 /B. 1.9 ~ -2160

SK >

2e,- - VBfcqi 2e I - - 1.90 S9 1 "31.05 1.
st

The quantity u 1 may be determined either with the aid of the

following pyrostatic formula: /
0.175(N -- 6.36)10

- 8

0.04(2200'- t0) + 3h + h'

or with the aid of the tabulation presented below, which gives.an

approximate dependence upon the thickness of .the powder (which is

connected with the varying volatile content) for pyroxylin powders.

Table, 13

Ordinary pyroxylin powders Phlegmatized
powders

2e, mm 0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.'0 4.0 BT/0.3 0.7

u1 "10 7dm :,kg 90 80 75" 70 65 62 72 70

It is also possible to use the.following approximate empirical

formula, which gives the dependence of u1 upon the 'total volatile.

content:

u1 t 0,0000120 - O.O000010(H%.

b) Determination of length of path of projectile to assure

attainment .of required initial velocity under predetermined loading-
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conditions.* Given are the gun caliber d, the bore cross.--ection s'

'2 (incTuding the grQoves),t the volume of the chamber WO, the weight

of the projectile q, the weight of the charge w, and the required

initial velocity of the projectile v; let the magnitude of the I

maximum pressure p likewise be predetermined. It is necessary to

-find the length of the path of-the projectilejq.

To start with, 4 - 4/W is computed; in' the column of Table I0
corresponding to this a , we find the predetermined Pm' whereupon.

we use the latter to determine B. At these values for anid B, we

fiinF from Table II, log-rl + BO/2 (1 - -. from Table IY

From formula (115) for the velocity in the second period, we

'find~A4
Be 2

~~( -' i O) ' j,- (4= ) + -a 1 -( -AA) . (i16)

o .

1, All quantities entering into the right-hand side of formula

(116) aie, known.

Ftrmula (116) makes It possible to determine that path of the
proec'tile along -the-bore which will assure the attainment of the

predetermined initial velocity under the given pressure p.; the thick-

hess ,f the powder will be determined in accordance vfith the scheme
of th first probleh.

Apalysis of the tables of Piofessor N. F. Drozdov and the above

exemplary Otoblem that can be solved with their aid show -their

i*)ortance for the practice of artillery and their convenience and

flo4bility ,for ballistic design and for the choice of powder, whereas
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empirical tables express merely the general character of the variation

of pressure and veloci-y as functions of the path and time without

making it possible to-draw any conclusions about the powder.

A certain disadvantage of the tables resides in the fact that

they were formulated for strip-type powder possessing t1l. defini.te

characteristics X - 1,06, andXX'- 0.060 and for a constant propellant I '
force of the powder f - 9502000' kg ° dM/kg° Practice has shown, how-

ever.. that., under conditions ofequal charges.. a powder with seven

perforations gives results in firing that are practically identical

with the results.obtained with strip-type powder if the thicknesses

of the powders are related as follows:

2e1  L'2e o
I strip-type '7 -1 with 7 perforations or

2e 7 2e 12eI with 7 perforations 1 strp-type

In using the tables of Professor Drozdov for computing the action

of a powde .wi'th seven perforations, its wall thickness must be multi-

plied by 1 /7, whereupon the entire problem ic solved as in the case

of strip-t pe powder..

It is rue, of cdursep that the erd of burning of this powder

and the obtained from the tables will not correspond' to .the

actual value for a powder with seven perforations having decomposition

products of reater thickness (p 0.532 e1 ); buts as has been shown

by firing tes s from a gun equipped with lateral crusher gages, the

pressure curve of. standard powders - strip-type and with seven per-

forations co ncide almost completely.

A

If the ful thickness el1 +p of the grain with seven perforations

is computed in elation to an equivalent strip-type powder:

el w th 7 perforations U lstrip-type)
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Sthew~: ~

I w(ei wjth I perforatiors 1.532 el with 7 perforations

02 ~ 3e 1.97 e
10 l trip-type I strip-type

c-nsequont !Y the full' thickness of "the powder with seven perforations

,i ?Xtower tb the thickness of the decomposition products is somewhat

greatei 'thn the thickness of the equivalent strip-type powder, and
foc";0r this reason it end of burning will be found to be somewhat far-

er t annthcase of-4strip-type powder,, and the

from the tables will be somewhat smaller than the true value. As con-

- ceros the utilization of the tables at.a propellant force of the powder

f: '950,000, to determine the pressure pa it is possible, taking from

the tabl es p" at a given B, to multiply it by the ratio\ f1/950,000,

-where f is Ithe new propellan, force of the powder. On the other

hand, to determine the -velocity v , the value obtained by comyptation
must be multiplied by

-These values will b approximate, since the paths,( and K will

also change simultaneously with pt and V ; but, for purposes of taking

Into account the order of the corrections of. the* values 'of p and v

' they may be employed as a first approximation and in the presence of

a force not too different from the normal value of 950,000 kg * di/kg-

-95 t a/kg.

At Cf L 1.05, it is possible also to apply a correction to the

. alue of in accordance with the following formula:

•4
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At a given B, the quantity pM is clearly independentt of --.

2. TABLES OF CHAIR OF. INTERNAL BALISTICS

In 1933, on the initiative of Professor I. P. GjraVe the Chair

of Internal Ba-llistics of the Dzerzhinskii Artillery Academy compiled

[ . tables for any values of f and cp and for a, powder with a, constant

bWrninglAre , which is closely approached by Jong tubular -powder.
t.e tables were computed .,On the basis of the -ana-1itca a orm as ' ,

of Bianchi, as modified by. P6egoDr a, V,'4"

the fcfflowing crnazt weeasme ntw b'

The basc qa~titiet--"Ued Iete thiped4ensity of loa--ing Aand_ the-

parameter,*x- the loading conditiOns I- 2fm/s&I' 2/B or ?he recip

roca I qukatity C ' Q/L 4it is 4ot .d#fficuit to see that, at 0-- 0.2,

in the tables, the left .hancgQurn contains the quantity C,.

which vares uniformy f rok 0.hiO to O,AO at intervals of 0.01, and.

the next.. olumn doptains the, corresponding quantity H - :0.2/C, which

Varies #Onuniforml frim 2.0 :to, 0.5. The, loading densities in the

upper horizontal ro* vary from 0.10 'to 0.90 at intervals Of 0.01O

On each page of'-the tables, f6O six loading densities and for

A4l1 values of C from 0.10 t 0.4Cp there are written the cocrespondtng

values of the ratibs p ,f" O n and of the two?A' , 0,
• k uxiliary quantities D and B, thich enter into the forgala for the

muzzle velocity of the proje-ctile,:

-where --

?47-4
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.1.D (117)

It is not di-fficult to see that this formula coincides with the

previously derived formula for the velocity in the second period and I

with 'the formula presented in the initial table of Prof/essoi- Drozdov, £

Since, for a.porwdr with a constant burning area, -/V(1 - '0)2 -

' 1 -9/2(l z , and"
0 n

B 9

0)-

The quantity cp eniters into the parameter H or C.4

)Having found for a given set of A and C t e -.alues of pm/f and

P ~K/f and knowing-the propellant force of the powder fwe obtain the

valueS for pand p ; and having found'./ andQ/ and knOwving 1
pa K Mn 0 0 o

'90- Is. we f-Id~ ad (d 2 0 -
* 0 _~K

We thus find the nodal paints of the pressure curve: the maximum

pressure p. and Its position in the bore, *.q., the path of the pro-

* ect~le.2J, as well as the pressure p. at the instant of complete

combustion of the powder and the corresponding path of the ~projectile

tK hereupon, having foiad B and D from the tabl'es by means of for-

,la- (117). we determine with the aid of a simple computation the

Value of the muzzle velocity vA.

Up'Z in thp presence of the identical constants# values forp

and vAare coiaputed -fromn the tables of Professor Drozdov and from the

-tables of *he Chair, the tables of the Chair are found to' gki.?D lower

I. .
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va lues for p and V11

For example, for f 950;000, cf - 1.O5, 4 - 0.60, B 2.0,
0.2, .andA/O - 5, we obtain on the baisis of the- tables of Pro-

fessor TProzdov-: €

S"P 2255 kg/cm2 Sm - u.'630 K 2.96;

" U

-- Be OB 0.510;
~2

whereas the tables of the Chair, in the presence of the same constants .

and loading conditions, give:

-P - 0.2155; p " 2045; 4OO-0.6942; O " 3.156; B m I,29; D - 0.8142,,
'0 m
1 -, _._._ _ _ = 0.500

c v 2 om is identical under identical conditions

it, follows that the numbers 0.510 and 0.500 are proportional to the

muzzle velocities computed in accord.nce with the tables of Professor

Drozdov and of the .Chair, respectively.

Using the tables of Professor Drozdov, pm was tound to be 10%,

(2255/2045 - 1.10) higher, and the, velocity V 0% (510/500 1.02)

higher, than using-the tables of the Chair.

'The formula for xm:

Ii, B(126 0
ep

• x " B(1 + 0)

shoWs that) as e ipcreases, x.) Pup and consequently also p. all
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increase, it bei ng shown by the computations that, under otherwise

ide"tical conditions, the maximum pressure is almost proportional to

the pagnitude of the form Characte'ristic ., which, accordi-g to Pro-

fessor Drozdov, -equals 1,06, whilep in the tables of the Chair, ) t I

for a powder with a- constant .burning area.

For this reason, 6% of the 10% difference-in pressure must have

A been obtaied at the expense of'X; as concerns the remaining 4% dif-

forence, it is explained by- hemodification introduced by Professor

I. P. 'Grave to integrate the differential equation connecting the path

.and x. This approximate supplementary modification leads to an, in-

creased Value for the patht'and tO a lower pressure as compared with

. and p. obtained by the exact method of Professor D ',ov.

But if'a comparison is made of the results of computations of

the velocity vA under the identical maximum pressure Pm and under the

_ dentical loading conditions A, WO and J-, then. the tables of the
hAtr give values for v .4 that',arb sojaewhi-t ,higher than the Y,, obtained

in accordance with the table- f Professor Drozdov; in, this connection,

t e quantity - the path of 'the projectile at the e4d of burning'of

'tVe Powder'- is smaller than is obtained with the aid of the tables of

.Pr fessor-Drozdov.

The fundaental disadvantage of the tables of the Chair resides
in" he fact'.t-hat, if the propellant' f9rce of the' powder changes, the

forc ng pressure 'po changes sirqltaneously and proportiona'!lyo since,
4p t tjies, P0 /f - const, - 0.035.

* . any c€se, it ShouI4 be pointed out that even the most exact

metld and especiallyany tables formulated on the basis of,'such a

*othod at definite values for the ponstants# cannot yield perfect

agroeno .t 'ith pperi~entO* 44. bya d firing, different g
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This is due to the fact that the relations employed to account

for the phenomena accompanying the shot, as well as all methods of

solution, are to, one or another degree approximate with respect to

'the actual phenomenon of the shot.

This circumstance demands preliminary computations for the

selection of some constants, with the aid, of which the computed data

are obtained close to or coincident with the experimentally observed

results of firing,, tests (Pm' vA? and ); and each method demands .thge

selection o0' its own constants, which must give the best agreement

with the results of firing tests.

For example, to obtain the data for Pm and IV. the geometric law

of burning demands certain constants, while the physical law of burn-

ing demands other constants.

As concerns the applicqtion of the tables of the.Chai'r of Internal

Ballistics to the investigat.ion of the influence of various loading

conditions, as well as to the solut.ion of a series of direct and in-

Verse problems, all the statements made above relating to the use .

the tables of Professor Drozdov remains In force for the tables 6f--

the Chair as well.

For example, to determine the thickness of- the powder to assure

attainment of a predetermined pressure p, ,provided the propellant

force of the powder f i known, it is necessary first to find Pi/fs

whereupon, using the table' the predetermined value of pm/f is found

at the correspoudingA C or H are taken accordingly in this row,,

and finally the thickness of the powder 2e1 is determined in accord-

ance with the following formulas:

2u1, 2ul2e1 ,, -- CfW m -A--
V s a
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The, following 4schcmp is employed' in usin-g t1~p tabyles,:

(tblrodr ha bee f 0 o2ulh,-w 1  thIchs fa j~ ih

*seven perforations can be determined b -Pir4t0lying 2e 1 by thje coef-

iicient 0.75, the reverse trandition in-Valving multiplication, by 41/3.,

eAl
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CIIAPTER 3 - DETA I LED TABLES FOR CONSTRUCTION OF
IRE:SURE A'D VELOCY

t i/ 1. ANI Tables (1-933).

The tables of Professor.N. F.yrozdov aihd of the Chair of In!;r-

nal Ballistics make it possible to find the maximum pressure pm, its-

location trn the pressure pat the end of burning. ,and its location

V, tK" But in order to determine the ini-tial (muzzle) velocity of the

Projectile, it is necessary to perform additional computations, since

this velocity depends upon the Jengtir of tl-e bo/e. The tables also

do not give intermediate values -for p, v, and1.,* and they-do not take

into account tbe time of motion of the projectile through the bore

of the ,gun.

The ANII Tables (1933) represented a further step forward and

considerably facilitated the conduct of the ballistic computation of'

guns.

They were formulated on the basis of the same constants as those.

used by Professor Drozdov, a:nd the computations leading to them were

based on his formulas; they were computed by the method of numerical

integration. For' a given density of loading A and a given parameter

B, using a strip-type powder'with t'he cha-racteristics X - 1.06 hnd

XA- -0,M6, they make it possible to find curves for the gas pressure,

the velocity of the projdctile, and the time of mot~on .s functions

of the path of the projectile through the bord;, thds permittng 'the

complete solution of the fundamertal problems-of internal ballistics

both direct and inverse.

The arrangement of the tables is aparent from the scheme pre-

sented on page 748. They A-re formulated 'for loading densities rang-

ing from 0.05 to 0.95;' one page Is reserVed for each at intervals §
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Scheme of ANIX Tables

Pressures

A - 4- 0.61
",U

0 0.1 0.2 ... -14 15 AK 'PK A m Pm

04 300 2824 4516 212 i95 0.448 6439 0.448 6439
8 ;00 2591 4000 214 i97 0.525'6724 0.525 5724

0.9 300 2379-3592 216 199 0.593 5100 0.539 5100
* * . 1 Second , . . . .

* .. *- - Period, 0 . 0
* . First

2.0 300 1317 1782 Period 242 P22 2.944 1442 0.628 2315

3.0 300 1094 1333 267 247 10.12 390 0.575 1630

0 ~ Velocities0.1. 0. 0. 14 -5. i '

IB
B 0.1, 0.2 0.3 . . . ' 4 i SA VK :Am m

t0.7 234 427 590 Second 2044 2057 0.448 791 0.448 793

0.8 225 391 542 Period 2032 2046 0.525 813 0.525 821
S 0:9 218 364 504 2019 2035 0.593 834 0..593 834

-;i .@: - aTabu r elocities • • . • .
9 0 , "9 - t - 0 .

.9 162 268 259 1868 1888 2.944 1296 0.628 596

S ..0 . "Yi ,!-First L o . .o
13.0.149 . Period -

,.0.1 9 235 302 - ,  1716 1741 10.12 1584 0.575 485

, 4 ' Time

0,1 0.2 0, ,.p 14 15 AK tK

-.. 605 7 P2 5

I- Peio 92 97 -I5100-2 5



0.9, 300 ,2379 3592 216 199 0.593 5100 :0.539 5100
. . . . Scon . .

* .. . ~Period. . * .

. . , . First 
' r "1,,

2.0 300 1317 1782 Period 242 222 2.944 i42 0.6282315
* n 9 * 9 . 9 0 S 0 9

• 5 0 . - 0 • *. 0 • .- 0

3.0 300, 1094 1333 267 247 10.12 390 0.575 1630

Velocit ies

. .. . .

0.1 0.2 0.3 . * . 14 1 5 A it 'A m

0.7 234 427 590 Second 2044 2057 0.448 791 0.448 793
0.8 225 391 542, Period 2032 2046 0.525 813 0.525 821
0.9 218 364 504 2019 2035 0'.593 834 0.593 834

L 0 0 0

Tabulr Velocities . .

220 162 -268 259 1868 ]888 2.944 1296 0.628 596

@ . . First. F i .

3:01192353;2 
Pe riod

3.0 149 235 302 1716 1,741 10.12,1584 0.575 485

Time

A

B 0.1 0.2k 0.3 . . . 14 .i5 A t -A
N - K -M -M

0.7 59 92 110 Second 901 950 0.448 131 0.448 131
0,8 60 95 117 Peiflod 923 973 0.525 150 0.525 150
0.9 62 '98 120 944 993 0.593 175 0.593 166

Tab lar imes ".22

1.0 74 121 '153 1125 1,179 2.944 457 0.628 122'

* : ,, . . First . , • - . , i
S *, ., - Period ,** . , , • . 0

3.0 80 134 1 * * 1285 1343 10.12 1027 0.575 242

*Position of Pr ssure Maximum 6"-'. 03173

**Position -of En of Burning of Powder 0.03009
00
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" 2Of 0.01; thebasic iumbers are the parameter B and the relative le'ngth

.f..ath -of the projectile A- °t/o, where to is the corrected length

O the champer '($L thgs§ tables, as in the tables of Professor Drozdov,

-it is deaignated itSf). The parameter B varies from 0.7 to 3, and

at A greater than 0.80 it varies from 1.2 to 4,; A varies from 0 to 15

at unequal intervais, whic 1 at first are smaller (0,1) and subsequent-

'ly increase (to 1-.

The velocities andtimes are given in the tables in arbitrary

units, and in or,4e to obtain the actual velocity of the projectile

the tabular velqc€ty values vtabm.ztbemultiplted 'by \/w . To obtain

the actual time of motion of the projectile, the tabular t must be

multiplied byt 0 t, , * 10 " if t 0 is expressed in decimeters':

tint fo : 1l- n~a\/?tab v vtb\/
In-each of the three tables, there are recorded on the right-

hand side the exact values of the quantities corresponding to the

S. aximuil pressure And to the end of burning; i.e., Pl, VKp vm tKp

and t are given for Am- Im/lo and for A.

The heavy broken line marks those intervals between neighboring

values of A between which the end of burnihg of the powder is located.

To the left and downward'from this broken line are.located the

'values of po vo and t corresponding to the firt; period of the shot; ..

those Corresponding to the second-period are located to the right.

and, upward from the broken line.

As B increases, and consequently as the thickness of the powder

if at a g.yen & Increases, the end of burning shifts closer and closer

-to the muztele f ace.
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I The exact value of I/J A K 1-s contained in- the frtcl
umn from the right. IfA <A - I j/ this signifies that the
burning of the powder is complete; ifA K>A A it mneans that the

powder does not burn Completely in the bore.

The thin vertical lines in the range of A 0.1-0.7 show that
the maximum pressure pm is located in this region (in the particular

interval marked by the thin vertical line).

At the bottom,of each page, there are presented the values of
?o and z0 corresponding to the instant of initial pressure at the

given .

A detailed, description of the use of the tables is presented in,

the tables themselves,

Example and procedure for. computation. Given a 76-mm 1902 model

gun;

W0 - !.654' dm%; s 0.4693 di2; - 18.44;, q -6.5 kg;
'A'

kg_CJ 0.900 -kg; 2e - 1 mm - 0.04 dm; U, 0.0000075,- dm. kg
se din2

Computation of constants,,,

(1 0.900, 1 0 1.65-- - 0~'.3;33 
mWO 1.654 '0 0.4693 ' din;

18. 0 44 e 5.20; I 0.005 6 kg sec:

A2A3.55
1  0.0000075OP

. se 0.46932.6672.98.1

, - - • IU U d .1 01.645 1.65 - C - 1 .03 + 1 0 9 0 76! f~m 95104. O9.0 ,65 --- P--10

/ .o9 5, .. 60

1.07q - 6..1.78 0.368Vtk
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- ~ 11 0optVa5 71, ~r .

the ~ves f o p id 14:~ rute Or,

of-the path, 1 or .as fiun~tibp! -O ofthor t, i ti

All probIlems wIiqbverq- solqd with l a!-nf the taoie -6f -Pro-

fessor N. F. Drztq, are zol;,ed -in. etActly the same, ol -tine I- txe

aid of the ANI Table .Ij va- a~ig these tables, i spssible to,

determine considierabjy more :arIy, th uzl velocity YA and the

.ength of the ppath -neessary in plapiiing to obbtain the reqpired muz&-

zle velocity.

To solve thisi~ ast problem at a given- 4. the qjuantity pm,.is

uieo to find B. 5and then the 'thickness of the powder ej Knowijig the

predfttck~lned Valud- of Y I - './ l.5' is fouind, and2

thle table of velo'cities is used at the va-Lue of B found to seek the

coluMn containing the valup of kw.~ By ascending -the column,A

an'd _tien I~ are determined.

lihematically, this pro-cedure 'for the solution will be represent-

ed as follows:.-

Pressures:A

- fiVelocities

A 'A A 01

B~~Vtab,
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'The ANII Tables are likewise subject to the rule for conversion

from the thickness of the strip-type powder, for which they are com-

puted, to the thickness of a grain with seven perforations:

2e 1with 71 perforations w 0.7 *2e 1 strip-type

Defects of ANII Tables. In the ANII Tables, the time of passage

by the projectile of the first segment from 0 to A - 0.1 is computed

incorrectly; these values are nearly twice as small as the values com-

puted in accordance with the more exact formulas proposed by Professor

E. L. Bravinfll7, who noticed this error. This error distorts the

first segment of the curves for the pressure, velocity, and path as

functions of time and shifts all curves toward the origin by an amount

equal to the magnitude of the error.

Professor Bravin proposed a formula to permit computation to a

great degree of exactness the first element of time during the pas-

sage of the path A - 0.1, provided that there are given curves for

the pressure and velocity as functions of the path, which is exactly

what is available in the ANII Tables.

Having an initial pressure p0  300 kg/cm2, the pressure p', and

the velocity v' (the latter two corresponding to the path A' - 0.1),

it is possible to compute the time interval t' in accordance with the

following formula;

to 31' PO + P'

v' 2p0 + p'

by subtracting from t' the quantity to in the ANII Tables cor-

resaondlng to the same path.' - 0.1, there is found the constant

correction At' t' - t, which must be added to each time value found
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in the given row of the ANII Tables. Professor SriAvin derived tables

of correctionsAt' to b- nippli ed to the ANII T;,bles for varlous'A and

B.

Aside from this error inherent in the com.putations, the ANII

Tables suffer from poorly performed interpolation and cont.-in many

misprints. For this reason, in using them, it is recommended either

to construct curves, which will make it possible, by the departure

of points, immediately to detect errors and misprints, or else to pay

close attention to the consistent character of the variation of the

quantity being determined with the aid of the tables (p, vtb. t
ta. tab.

In spite of these defects, the ANII Tables represent a good aid

in the solution of the most diverse, both direct and inverse, prob-

lems in internal ballistics and in the ballistic design of guns.

Some additional applications of tables of the type of the ANII

Tables are cited in the chapter on the ballistic design of guns.

2. GAU Tables (1942)

There have now been published the more convenient and exact

GAU Tables of 1942, which are formulated on the same general prin-

ciple as the ANII Tables, but with a different arrangement of the

fundamental parameters and elements of the shot. Moreover, the

range of variation of the parameter B has been considerably expanded

in the GAU Tables (from zero to 4.0).

The GAU Tables were formulated under the direction of Professor

V. E. Slukhot sky and S. I. Ermolaev/ 12 7.

They consist of four parts. The first part comprises the tables

of pressures, the second the I.ables of nominal velocities vtab.

- V and the third the tables of nominal times ttab, -
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qf7-7j.. With the aid of these, tables,. it is posstbl to coi.',ct all
VQ

ballistic computations of a gun in designing an artillery system. flow-

ever. for convenience in computation, the three parts mentioned above

are supplemented by a fourth, which comprises special tables for bal-

, listic computation (TBR).

The tables of pressures, velocities, and tAmes are characterized

by the density of loading, whose values are given from 0.05 to 0.95

kg/dn3 at 0.01 kg/dn3 intervals.

The basic numbers In the tables of pressures, velocities, and.

times are the quantities:

~2t

f~ym

and the relative path of the projectile:

( ~A mf

The values of A in each table are varied in the range of 0-20 at

varying Intervals. In each of the three tables, there are also con-

tained exact values for the quantities An,AV Prm' PKP VTm'I vTK tTm,"

and tTKO which correspond to the instant of attainment of maximum

powder-gas pressure in the barrel and to the instant of the end of

burning of the powder. The pressures are given in kg/cm2.

The tables of pressures have the following form (cf. scheme).,

In the tables of the first part, there are presented the true

values for the pressures corresponding to the predetermined values of

As B, andA. By taking in the tablesA-4rom 0.1 to AA - 'A/to for

the given gun, we shall obtain the corresponding values for the pres-

sure in kg/-cm2 and shall be able to plot by points the p-Aor p- curve,
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since
- Pr.*sst e (kg,"cm 2 ), A 0,..

0.1 o . 2 0.3 . . . . 4.0

0.2

* /
1.0

1.5

p 0

19

S20..

AK

P K

An

ps
!U

The one or two thin horizontal lines In the tables show that the

maximum pressure is located in the given Interval of A; the heavy

"stairway" indicates the boundary between tb, !.first and.second periods.

The tables of nominal velocities v tab, in the second part and of

nominal times t in the third part are arranged in exactly the same
tab.
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manner as the tables in the first part, except that, in the last line

and in the third line from tho bottom, there are presented, respect-

ively, va and vK in the second part and t and t Kin the third part.m K

The actual velocities of the projectile are defined by the fol-

lowing expression:

v -'tab.

The actual times are defined by the following formula:

t tab O f i1-6

where i 0 Is in decimeters.

The Itables are formulated on the basis of the following data:

Propellant force of powder f - 950,000 kg • dm/kg

Covolume C& - 1.00 dm3/kg
a3

Specific gravity of powder $- 1.6 kg/dn3

Initial pressure PO - 300 kg/cm2

In addition, the following assumptions were made in formulating

the tables: 0- 0.2, X- 1.06# x A- -0.06. The velocitieL and times

f motion of the projectile through the bore were computed on the

ondition that y- 1.

The results obtained by the computations should be summarized in

t * form of a "Table of Principal Elements of Shot from Gun" at the

fo lowing data:

d - 107 mo; W0 - 4,600 dm3 ; s - 0.9165 din2 ; %A. 34.20 di; q - 17.0 kg;

3.0 kg; p - 2500 kg/cm2 ; - 0.1765; c- 1.05 + I CO 1.109;
q
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I _

1.0 -- 5.019 dmn; A - 6.814; A- 0.65 (rounded off to 0.01);
s l0

00

1 - 0.399; nt Z 16 12.56 

Summary of Results Obtained

. 0 0.2 0.4 A . 0.623 1.0 2.0 A -3.19 5.0 6,814

Idm 0 1.00 2.01 3.13 5.02 10.04 16.01 25.10 34.20

p kg/cm2  300 2008 2415 2500 2361 1827 1392 850 602

Vtab. 0 294 472 623 816 1136 1568 1565 1686

v tab. 0 117 188 249 325 453 546 624 673

ttab. 0 204 258 299 351 452 546 667 779

• 10 3  0 2.57 3.24 3.76 4.41 5.68 6.86 8.38 9.79

CHAPTER 4 - TABLES BASED ON GENEALIZED FORMULAS WITH

REDUCED NUMBER OF PX-RA-E'In 3rrl 'EL'.TIVE \ VARIABLES

1. FORWULAS AND TABLES OF PROFESSOR B.N. OKUNlEV.

Toward the end of the thirties, there were published several

investigations in which groupings of parameters and relative variables

were introduced for the purpose of reducing the large number of para-

meters and characteristic coLstantsp as well as for the purpose of

avoiding absolute values for the principal elements of the shot,

Such investigations include those by the Soviet workers Profes-

sor N.r. Drozdov-16_ 7, Professor B.N. Okunev-137, M.S. Gorokhov

and .A.I.Sviridov-14_ 7, and Professor G.V. Oppokov/-15 7.

As an example, we shall consider the method of Professor Okunev,
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I
ih which there introduced the relative variables p, p." pP where

..... P," f- ;  " v t'C t/'T: where I . Tq v-- X.-

U v3gs P.VI

Professor Okunev' quantityA Is the reciprocal of the quantity

6,p which was introduced by-us in pyrostatics for the computation of

f.:A m 14•

Let us divide by I - acthe numerator and denominator of the

formula for pressure:

qp - lie X2

A +A

where

By transferring p1 to the left, and keeping in mind that

A 1- '
x -)i -=A

where

CI

( w ,obtain the tabular psc .jure:

002

x + X
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After dividing both sides or the diffterential equation.:

dL + x L 6(u I) 4g (k1  2 x~x)
dx B+ B1 x)

by I -ca4, we obtain the following equation:

ci(Xt+ X) B
+ - x .(X V+ X) -- (A - 1) (k, N- 2sx)dx BI V~x)

Consideration'of the expressions derived above shows that the

quantity p., and the quantity X are in the first period functions of

the argument x arnd not of eight parameters, as previously, but of

only five:

0 PN0 z~Aa0B

In the second period:

(.a~.Aj )A 1 +0. x~ +6E

The values of Ptab. and X at the pressure maximum and at the

end of burning depend upon the s'ame five parameterb. It should,

*however, be noted that, instead of p0, the parameters include z 0
At a predetermined z0 # di fferent p 0 will be obtained at different
values of x,A, and B-, so that, in formulating the tables, it is

not possible to base then on definite z 0 #It beitig instead necessary

to accept z0 as one of the variables, whose variation, it is true,

Is encompassed within a narrow range. If, furthermore, the form of
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the powder, i.e. , and the ratio of heat capacities 1 + 0 are pre-

determined, the values of Ptb and X at the pressure maximum and at
0

(he end of burning can be summarized in the form of tables with three

entries: A4, B, and z 0  In this connection, the remainiing quantities

a which have' not received definite values are the propellant force of

the powder f, the covolume of the powder a, and the density of the

powders. .Unfortunately, it is impossible to vary the propellant

force of the tvwder within wide limits, since the quantity 1.+0,

which Is connected with it, is predetermined.

This principle was used by Professor B.N. Okunev in the formula-

tion of his tablesfl3_7. In the first table, the values for ptab.'

V, V - "/vp, and r- t/T are givenas functions of A Rn

and i0 In the supporting points of the pressure curve. In the ex-

pressions for Y and r, v is the limiting velocity, and T - qq/gs

V1p/PI In the second table, Ptab.' X, andT are'given as functions

of the parameters A., R, and z0 and of the argumen. 1. This table

Smakes it possible to construct curves for the pressures and velocities

an functions of paths and times.

In respect to these tables, there remains in force what was said

above. In varying f, it is necessary to vary I +0, but this quantity,

in the tables-of Professor B.N. Okunev, has the definite value 1 + 0 -

1.20; for this reason, the tables relate to a definite value of the

propellant force of powder f corresponding to this value.

It should also be pointed out that the necessity of placing tab-

S- ialar pressures in the tables creates great complications in all those

cases when it is necessary to solve problems under the condition of

maintaintug p. constant, as is usually the caLe in ballistic design.
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2. METIIOD OF PROFESSOR N.F. DROZDOV/-16 7

lIn his work, Profess or N.F. Drozdov chos e as the relative vari-

able the ratio of tihe current pressure to the Initial pressure: n]
"P',Po Likewise, taking the parameter of Professor Okunev, A1.

. 1 - ~Professor Drozdov replaces it by -1- ' -1-

i 1 -aA

and introduces two additional parameters:

(Po a / POR

R -d R

f A 1 1 1+R f

PO

which are functions of f, a, , and p 0 '

For the normal tabular values of these constants:

R - 0.01121; R1 - 0.01108.

Transforming his equations for a powder with a constant burning

area, Professor Drozdov reduces the relative maximum pressure and the

pressure at the end of burning, as well as the velocity of the pro-

ject-ile in the first period, to the fllowing expressions, where:

1-T BAO/ k1, 5 - B x/kl:

B 2(B1. 2. -XA at X" 1 91 ;

m" 1 1 + nR) -(1 +flR);
1m 2(

2 

B

l-RT
t3~+ (1 B z~~
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where s' - ZBldP is found from the tables in the Appey/dix (Ap-

0

pendix IV for d/B1 from 6 to 10.

These expressions are convenient for Investigating-the question

of the influence of variations in powder characteristics and of vari-

ous parameters generally upon the value of the maximum pressure, as

well as for solving the problem of the transition Arom one set of

powder characteristics to another.

For the end of burning:

SP K (+ K - )

nm-K - R

The velocity of the projectile in the first period:

v - B1  R

where

R1/R 11l/1 + R- 1/i +Pof

In the second period:

+ aI= n - nn- n-,
n A PO (K 1

AA~ +



,2 2.-n z
v (p -1i-/

Where
where ~K " I 1 - B'- (1 - z ) 2 "

On the basis of the relations obtained, Professor N.F. Drozdov

solved a number of problems relating to the influence of the para-

meters entering into the equation for the maximum pressure upon the

magnitude of this pressure, utilizing for this purpose a large num-

ber of new tables formulated by him and appended to his above-men-

tioned work.

Thus, he determined the influence of the following factors upon

the variation of the maximum pressure pM: variation'of the initial

pressure pO, variation of the propellant force of the powder f. the

quant.ity9, the powder density6, the covolume a, and the transitioa

from a powder with one set of form characteristics to a powder with

another set of characteristics.

For certain partial loadinf' conditions, his computations led to

the following results.

a) Influence of Initial Pressure po upon Value of pm.

PO APO P"' APm

200 2364

100 158

300 2522

150 240

450 2762
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tron this, it is possible to derive the relation:

:'* ; - o np 1.6 4 p

-Lao*#' the.di f for ce between maximum pressures is greater than the

dfference between Initial pressures.

T The difference increases with.diminishing p0 .

pO Apj pm AP kp

450 2762
_ 150 240 1.60

300 2522

2 00 158 1.58, 200 2364
92 180 1.96

108 2184
* 54 146 2.70

/ 54 2038

b) Influence of Variation of a.

0 AOL~ ps aps

O 98 2767
0.08 -104

0.90 .2663

As the covolume a diminishes by 0.01, the pressure ps decreases

by 132kg/cm 2

0- c) Influence of Variation of .

nl- - - m -

1.60 2522 0.625-0.04 +24 $.1

1.56 2546 0.640
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As the specific volume of the powder increases by 0.01, the

r P. increases 
by 16 kg/cm

2 .

Consequently, similar variations in a atid 1ji result in nearly

ie same cha2nge in the quantity Pro

d) Influence of Variation of .

X 1.00 '1.02- 1.045 1.06

Pm 2377 .2425 2481 2500

Increases almost proportionally to the quantity

APS

~PmiiL

e) Inf lueuce of 0.

0 Pa APm k-1+O

0.25 3366 1.25
121 AP

0.20 3487 1.20
* 114 Pm k

0.16 3601 1.16

) Influence of f.

B - const.

F 2

a f - const.

kg f

104.5 2724
-9.5 -202 4Pa

95 2522 0.8 0!1!
-15.8 -328 Ps f

79.2 2194

I
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-" onst.

f T_. m A f PM 6Pm

kg

104.5 ~ 299710 .5 -9.5 29 7 -475 APro Af

95 2522 -- 1.75
S -8.7 -374 Pm f

86.3 2148

Subsequently, these new tables of Professor N.F. Drozdov were

utilized in certain investigations connected with the consideration

of variations in the initial pressure.

3. FORMULAS AND TABLES OF U.S. GOROKHOV AND L.I. SVIRIDOV-l4 7

By utilizing the parameters and variables r and 0 of the method

of N.F. Drozdov, and by introducing a nfw parameter Dl, it becomes

possible to transform the formiula for the path of the projectile to

the following form:

+ I- D1L(Z,IA,n)_7 +p,

where
a-2

S0 1 - -  ; V1 - D nl +0); DI
0 2+n 1 lB

k 2 - 4 x'rO; B1 -X + B ; n -B
1 2 B1

SNQ,0 P, n) --z'n(,);

L (I, 0, h) - + _ d- "*0-i 2 0

N(J,7B,n) N(,P,n)20
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For the function log Z- 1 (?, t), detailed four-place tables re-

lating it to and to f- have been set up. Fcr the function L (Q' f,

n); tables relating it to ", rp and n have been set up; in this con-

nection, the paramti rs and variabli-s vary within the following ranges:

0.oo0KrK. 0. 13 ; 0.o 00 < 0. 70 ; 3 n<14. --

The velocity of the projectile in the period of burning Is

determined with the aid of the usual formula.

The formula for the pressure can be transformed to_ tite follow-

ing form:

- - D" B )

where

(t, r) - a' + p p2.

To determine the maximum pressure, it is necessary to determine

the im corresponding to it with the aid of the following formula:

at

2 . + nm N(Op " 2 + n (2 + n)2{,C (1n)

Detailed three-place tables have been set up for tm - 1/2 .+ n.
With the aid of the tables mentioned above, the fundamental problem

of internal ballistics is solved for any values of the constants as

S, fo, Po andX present as definite values in the tables of N.F.

Drozdov and of the GAU Artillery Committee.

1he above-mentioned formulas and tables were first published in

the work by M. G6rokhov on "Internal Ballistics" in 1943 Z-177.

Analogous formulas and tables (at the predetermined value 9 0.2)

were obtained by Gorokhov and Sviridov in 1939_14, 177.
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Generalized formulasi accppnied' by the 'use of, tables, make i t

6 psi Me to solve -problems in cases involving deviations from the

;usually* Accepted, values, for the-constants (u, P , I, P 0  and x )

As' wel an in- the case of a combined charge consisting. of any de-

* sired number of, grades of' powdersi anfd in the case of its, being nec-

essakr* to take, into account the afterburning o9f decompositiona reis-

,-4dues fromthe burnn f powders-of the progiressive form.

In this connection# inm the course of thio first phase, when all

the 40owder* :burn simulitaneously, 'the fo.6rmulas. remain the same as

tose presetnted aoe but In the course of the second and ^subsequent

o phases,"the--formulas. becoiie somewhat more compliex.

CHATER5 -FUNDAMENTALS OF THEORY, OF SIMILITUDE

-I. THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES.

Dallistica lly similar guns are those In whioh the gas-pressure

ku>bawes. (p1) and the projec-tile-velocity curves (v-t) are geometric-

'Ally similari ie.# can 'be made to coincide merely by changing the

2K scale Alone.

*Algebraically, the condition of slailitude may be expressed by

the equations F1 (p, 7) -F F2' (oj il for pressure curves and 4
Cv.T) ~ ~l" 21) for velocity curves, where a and p are coef-

ficients of the change in scal, leading to co incidence ofi t he p-i.

71->And the, vi- Icurve.

The theory' of similitude in Internal ballistics *as developed

In the SovietU Union by Professor 1. P. Gravetlsl7; the field wasn

-further developedby Professor B.N..Okunevflbe7, who contributedj-

generalized relations.

Conclusions based on -the theory of similitude can-find applica-
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tion in the transition f row, guns of.one caliber to those -of another;

they can Also be applied to the ballistic design of new systems, by

, --- aking It possible, to utilize data for already existing gunson the

assum n .. /e conditions ofthe shot remain unchanged regard-

Jless of the size .!'" tihe ca ber of, the, gun,, an, assumptin scarcely

'justified by actual facts.
Investigation shows that t&he p-Z and v-1 curves at different

densities of loading can be s/milar only if a - 11$, which is not

actually the case. For this reason, the case of different A iS not

considered, and only-Athe case of 4 - €onst; is Utilized.

The fundanentai- ations In the theory of similitude are the/

foliowing equations of internal ballistics reduced in terms of rela-

tive variables for the ..formulation of ballistic tables:

I2

-AAA .

B. B

~IA -A x

.. /L°L tab. B

f I

. . D /

0 - dE~.-
X(d 0 +l)

x (. -1

6-A4 -A MYA -- 6



.- B2
2 2

I3m order that the p anad v- i c' rvw ina twob guns be smlra

the same A, itj n-s ecessalry that the values of ps v, anidA for one

-ad thie ila e ftvalue -of z be -the same. For this condkition to be ful-

till,14 thei follo6wing bobditions must In turn b6e sa-tisfiled.

1) iuh asure of, tfie. powe -f. di -4ti ) must be the sam6.

)Tbe formoi, the powder', Y mu'st be the samei

_06)1/f orfo bust We the same.

4) The' parameter of the loading conditions B must be the same.

006 " Ohrthieme Iconditions will 'l f0 p*fj~v'vtb

i scale f actor # It, - 1bl 0/i2; 0 - B1xk0 o

and14 p also 6e 0he samej sad consequently the, curv-'s for the pressure,

"-4Ard for the~ velocity# in& will toincidw in all points, Ije.,

p-ZS~ v-I illbesimilar for the entire first' Period.

-_____ Fx.the, Ond, of burning (t II,. '#e shall have, the same values

for in' &"aA, .-

For the bacobd period~v

!_ 1 1_

( ~ - vab. GL{ (A+l a) 1 a ~ (1 2 0]}
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Here, the'inde, endent variable is A>AK ad sneal ean

-Ing parameters in the two guns are-the ameo -the p-A and Vtab. 'A.

curves will also coincide, i.e.,, will be similar, -in the second pefr1i 2.

Ns well.

In this connection, It is' possible to draw the conclusion that,

as a, matter of faict, all our ballistic tables, beginning' *ith the

t..' Aes of professor Drozaov and ending with the most complete GAU

'tables, are-an expression and practical application of the theory!/of

similitude.' Indeed, at a given loading density 4 and at a giveni value

of B. the quantity P, and the p-Acurve, as well as the v '-Acurve,

depend -neither upon the caliber of the gun nor Upon its absobite

dimensions,, but' only, upon the ratio of% mtA, hieta Adpnds

UnA. The factors rqtake 'into account the-influen!ce of theSA'

ratio,-/q and are scale-factors used to re-duce,'different v-IA curves

1'to'one and the same commob vtab, Acuive.

The parameter of the loading conditions B s -/ is dimen-

slonless'. For the analysIs of the influence of various conditions

of loading up~i its magnitude, and, through it, upon the pressure and

velocit-y cur-ves, it is more convenient to write it differently:

22

q q

* ~From an equality of the parameter B for two guns of different

caliber, It -follows that,. In making the transition from one caliber

to the other, with the weight of the projectile andcw/q remaining

unchanged, the ratio IX/d:cq or IF:q/d2 must also remain constant.

Consequently,, it is possible to draw the following conclusion.
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.4.' -.. - - •

+ irN -siallar guns c f different calibers firing projectiles 6T tho -same

*.ight, and with PA " const." the pressure impulse IK must be inverse-

ly ,proprtional; to the square of- the caliber of the guns. 

2-i SOME THiEOREMS OF THEORY OF siMiLITUDE.

9Dfihitlons. 1'*l Geometrically similar barrels !e barrels In'

Vhich- th r dimenhs ions of the parts of the bore aire proportional

-49o the- calilb.ts, t1. cross sections of the bore are proprrtional- to

the quaies of the eallbers, and the chamber and bore volumes are

proprtioal- to the cube4 of the calibers.

2 2. Simil arl y -,charged guns are. guns in which the

; weights ofdthe projectiles and of the charges are proportional to, the

cubes of tfhe calibers.

'Theorem I. In geometrically similar and similariy charged guns,

similar pi and Y-. curves can be obtained only if the powder thick-

(- messes or the inpulses IK are proportiontd to the calibers of the

boreso

" From -the condition .eq4uality of the parameters B' andB", we.

have: - - - .

' " -- \' + 2I ..... : ' -I ', .. <_' ,+ ....
c W - .102

- or

, + --- (---)....
/ 4i , ' ' ". + '2

= -, ' . . § fr -- • .. . - q •'-
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bu.t the condition of simillrly charged guns g ives us: -

q 'q"- ;3'" d ' " -_ -

Since

T.) qt'd'

it follows that

- andU-

Consequently,

d" 4

and the theo'rem is proved.

Theorem 2. In similar and similarly charged guns," equai relative

pathsA will be associated with equal pressure and projectile veloci-

-ties-i

The equality of pressures follows from the ballistic.similarity

'of curves at the sameLA and equal 3, and' sincei for similarly charged

guns:

-m---andv'
--"q9  t  tab. "tab.

it is also. true that

V t . Vii ,

Tieorem 3. In using one-and the same gun for firing projectiles

of different weights while maintaining the charge and the maiimus

,pressure constant, the, velocities of the projectiles are inversely
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proprtional to tho square root of the raltio of the products of the

-Projectile weights. multiplied by the corresl)oniding coeff icient 'If A

a matter of fnct, under the predetermined coidition, at given Ai and
/

Dn dA , , Vtab or:
A' tab. tb

A A

from which

// v'
A

A

In order to maintain P." const., we obtain from the condition B' -B"

I"2 I'2
.K K

Or

IK -o'q I -l" -

i.e,., the.impulses IK must be directly proportional to the square root

of the product of the projectile weights multiplied by the correspond-

ing coeltfi cientscy.

In limiting consideration to these most important among the

theorems of similitude and refraining from a discussion of. the other

numerous %-heorems, it is possible merely to -point out that, as a rule,

when a transition is made from a gun of one caliber to one of another,

a change in the thickness of the powder is accompanied by a certain

change it its nature, as well as in the initial pressure and in the
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b eat loss.Ii b This mkes it necessary to consider thy theorems of the thcory

of sirm'litude in internal ballistics as being cap:ble of giving

merely approximate conclusions and relations.
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